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Chapter 1

Introduction
There are a multitude of uses for radio frequency identification
(RFID) today. In supply chain it is a technology that when
implemented correctly can reap major benefits of efficiency.
Many experts believe in time RFID will replace the most popular
AIDC (automatic identification and data capture) technology: the
barcode.
Although RFID technology is at the forefront on innovation it is important
to consider if this technology is the correct solution for your particular business
and for the problem you are trying to solve. It is important to research and
consider the impact of a new technology before adopting it for yourself.

RFID is proven in many ways to be much more efficient than a barcode system. The
benefits of RFID on ROI are well documented. In the industry we all here of major
retailers adopting RFID successfully such as Wal-Mart and Target. RFID usage has
even been adopted by the US Military, hospitals, pharmaceuticals, Tesla, and
Disney - obviously RFID is useful in a very wide range of business endeavors.
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Question 1

What problem are you
trying to solve by
adopting RFID?
In 2005 Asset Management was the leading application of RFID technology. Now
10 years later the incremental cost of a passive RFID tag is much lower, and
possible applications for RFID technology are much wider since it is no longer
cost prohibitive. !

!
With this said, there are certain problems that can be solved with RFID better than
other systems. There is an implantation cost and process when adopting any new
system. Considering these factors will ensure that the ROI for your RFID
implantation will be well worth it.

RFID is most valuable when used to:
• Reduce high labor costs

!

• Reduce high costs of data errors related to item
identification and handling

!

• There are time or labor constraints

!

• Traceability of an item is critical

!

• More data is needed than a barcode system can
provide
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Question 2

What is the timeframe
for this project?
Depending on how extensive the implementation of the RFID tags is; the
time estimate can then be prepared accordingly. If it is as simple as fitting
RFID tags on expensive electronics on a floor display in your retail store,
it is hardly a day’s work.!
However, if you wish to create an entire inventory management system
for your warehouse; then that would require a significant time and
investment to make it happen, as thousands of different products and
materials are stored within a warehouse.!

RFID is most valuable when used to:

Depending on the nature of your RFID implementation, you have to
decide whether the time frame available to you is adequate or not.!

!
Case study:
!
!Retail giant Target implemented RFID into their business strategy!
using a slow roll out method in which they first began using RFID!
with 100 of its supplies in only one of its distribution centers. !
Although Target could adopt RFID in all 1500 to 1600 of their stores!
within a year, they chose to take their time and run small trials !
to make sure the project ran smoothly, and they were able to fix any!
errors on a small scale.
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Question 3

Who is involved in the
decision process for
implementing RFID
and what are their
roles?
Considering the views of stakeholders is especially important when adopting a
new technology. Problems can emerge at late stages of implantation if all
stakeholders are not considered from the start. !

!
For example, in the medical industry when a hospital considers adopting RFID it
must not only think of the staff that will be working with this technology everyday
but also of the patients that will be exposed to the technology. If the patients’
concerns are addressed in the before an RFID project start then any road bumps
that their concerns may result it can be addressed in the beginning without
disrupting the project.
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Question 4

How many users do
you have?
The sheer potential of RFID technology is endless, from categorizing shipments,
to tracking and accounting for high-end equipment in retail stores. The real
question is how extensively you are planning to implement the RFID technology in
your establishment. If you wish to implement a RFID time attendance system, the
number of users will be the number of workers in your employment. However, if
you wish to keep track of expensive tech in your store, then the number of users
will be the number of units, and so on.!
The cost may vary depending on the type of users; extensive warehouse
application will cost far more than using it to keep track of expensive items in your
retail store. Furthermore, training is required to make the users familiar with this
technology, with the amount of training required, depending upon the type of
implementation that you have done within the establishment.

Did you know?
RFID saves lives. It is used to help validate the origin of a medicine, !
fighting crime and rX drug counterfeiting. Click here to read more on!
how this works.
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Question 5

Do you currently have
a wireless backbone
in your warehouse?
If your answer to the question is yes; then you already have a head start. Wireless
technology improves efficiency in managing the warehouse because unlike
barcodes that must be manually scanned to record information on company
servers, RFID tags broadcast signals with imbedded information regarding the
product attached to the RFID chip and the precise location of that particular
product inside the warehouse. RFID tech provides interesting options that
complements data collection as well as identification of the product relevant to the
concerned supply-chain management and overall warehouse operation.!
If you answer is no; and you do wish to implement RFID tags in your warehouse;
then a wireless backbone is required to proceed.
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Question 6

Who is the user? (ie:
manager,
professional, unskilled
laborer)
The applications and day-to-day usage of RFID tags depend on the nature of the
business that you are running, the exact use of the RFID chips, and the person
responsible for them. !
If the user is a Professional Manager, there are numerous applications. One can
use it for tracking different product in a massive warehouse; another use is timed
attendance of the employees when they arrive at and leave the premises. The
manager can stay up to date regarding the location of specific shipments or the
location of delivery vehicles. The applications are virtually endless.!
However, if the user is an unskilled laborer, they are likely to perform only the
tasks that have been assigned to them by the professional manager. A fine
example would be examining the shipments via RFID reader to ascertain if the
correct products have been delivered.
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Question 7

What kind of RFID
tags should be used?
One of the first decisions to be made in designing an RFID system is whether to
use active or passive RFID tags. Because active tags have a battery in them, they
have certain advantages over passive tags. Their signal is stronger, and they emit
a signal without activation by an RFID reader, so they can constantly “chirp” their
identity. The additional power can overcome interference from surrounding
electromagnetic fields, which means that for use on metals, active tags were the
only option until a few years ago, when on-metal passive tags were introduced. ! !
In recent years, active tags have been developed with improved functionality,
enabling the tag to capture and broadcast pedigree data -- time, temperature, or
GPS location -- in addition to a simple identity signal. There are also features of
passive tags that are superior to active tags. The most significant is cost; the initial
per-tag cost is much lower for passive tags. Passive tags also have a much longer
lifespan, lasting indefinitely, while active tag batteries typically must be replaced
within two-to-three years, adding both infrastructure and labor costs. The lower
overall cost – both in installation and maintenance – is responsible for the
popularity of passive tags today. !
Another important differentiation between passive and active tags is tag size.
Passive tags are generally smaller than active tags, and will therefore physically fit
on a smaller surface area. As with active tags, many new capabilities have been
developed for passive tags in recent years. Most notably, passive tags are now
able to work on metals and liquids, and the memory storage capacity has been
increased substantially to store pedigree data.
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Question 8

What type of
environment will your
system be used in?
This is another crucial question that you must ask yourself before implementing
RFID tags. The type of business you run and the type of implementation you
require, dictates whether it is a good decision to adopt RFID technology.!
For example, if the environment is that of a warehouse and you wish to use RFID
for inventory tracking; the parameters for the implementation would need to be
extensively defined, and that would require a significant amount of planning.!
However, if the environment is that of any retail store; and you wish to keep an
eye on the expensive items in your inventory, such as paintings or high end
laptops; then the implementation will be quite simple, and is likely to be up and
running by the end of the day.
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Question 9

What are the read
distances and read
accuracies required?
Another consideration when selecting RFID tags is finding the optimal balance
between size and read range. The right read range is based on the physical
distance between your assets and the RFID reader. For example, a trucking
operation will need to easily identify individual trucks from a distance,
necessitating RFID tags with a long read range. In a retail outlet, or any
environment where many assets are close together, a long read range can cause
signal interference, making it difficult to take inventory on just one aisle or section.
When assets are in close proximity, a shorter read range works best. As a general
rule of thumb, the larger the tag, the longer its read range. !
After read range and size, the most important consideration in planning your
implementation is the electromagnetic environment in which you’ll be installing
your RFID system. All materials have dielectric properties, which always impacts
the operating frequency. A standard dipole RFID tag takes on the dielectric
properties of the material it’s on, which is why those tags have historically not
worked when used on materials like metal or liquid. Today, tags are available that
are optimized to work either on- or off- or near-metal. In planning your
implementation, it’s important to choose a tag type that will work effectively on all
of your assets.
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Question 10

Who will manage new
devices?
When implementing RFID technology in your business; plan ahead, as you will
need to appoint a person you believe you can trust to oversee the entire system.
Since RFID tags are mainly adopted within a business to keep track of valuable
items, so you need to choose a supervisor wisely. !
If RFID is adopted in a small business, the owner himself can overlook the system
and make sure everything is in order. However, if you run a sizable company, this
task will likely be dedicated to a specialized individual who can efficiently catalog
every article that’s valuable, along with overseeing the transfer to various other
departments.

Did you know?
The Japanese giant Hitachi has developed the world's smallest
and thinnest RFID chip.!

!

Measuring only 0.15 x 0.15 millimeters in size and 7.5
micrometers thick, the wireless chip is a smaller version of the
previous record holder - Hitachi's 0.4 x 0.4 mm “Micro-Chip".!

!

The size of the chip is comparable to small piece of glitter.
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Question 11

How many square feet
is your facility?
This might seem like a strange question but the approximate range of an RFID tag
is 6-8 meters. Thus, if you are planning to use it in your warehouse or sales floor
for example, then the wireless counterpart of RFID tags will need to be installed in
the immediate vicinity so they can keep track of all the items that have been
tagged with RFID chips. !
Hence, the larger your facilities, the more wireless trackers will be required to
catalog the tagged items. Additionally, you can save yourself some investment if
you hire dedicated personnel and train them to account for the tagged items
manually.
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Question 12

What is the estimated
cost of the solution?
An average cost estimate for RFID solutions is not viable unless more information
is provided, such as the quantity of tags necessary, what type of tags are needed,
and how the tags and readers will be used. To obtain an accurate quote for your
RFID solution contact an RFID specialist. !
To demonstrate an example of the cost and ROI that result in implementing an
RFID solution we can look at a real case study from a $400m US based B2B
manufacturing company. They chose to implement an RFID solution to improve
the tracking of received goods from vendors, raw material, work in progress and
finished goods - helping to automate key production management, accounts
payable, accounts receivable, and inventory management processes. The chose
to implement their RFID solution over the span of three years with the total cost of
$17M. !
As a result they were rewarded with an ROI (calculated as net benefits/total costs)
of 188% - in other words for every dollar spent on RFID the company received
their original $1 back, and an additional $1.88 in incremental benefits with an 11
month payback period. The tangible benefits of RFID were indisputable for this
particular business.
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Question 13

What software
application do you
have, or are you in
need of a software
application to track
inventory?
Different organizations use different inventory management systems to track new
and existing inventory. Some use an automated barcode system; others do it
manually through paper work, and feed it into the system.!
Ask yourself if you are in need of an efficient inventory management system to
account for every item. If you already have a system in place, can it be improved
upon to make it more effective? If not, would RFID inventory tracking suit your
specific organizational needs? !
If the answer to that is yes, you can hire a contractor to go into the specifics and
come up with a design that best suits the inner workings of your company.
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Question 14

What is currently your
biggest frustration in
light of how you
currently keep track of
you inventory?
Inventory management is a significant issue in numerous organizations. It can
arise in all types of warehouses, be it a private warehouse or an automated one,
and it is the most common in distribution centers. !
The most frustrating issues that are known to emerge come under several
categories. First of which is inaccuracy. However, other issues that may arise can
be incorrect quantity, storage location, and identification, as well as capacity
issues, cataloging new, old, and damaged inventory; and proper training. !
These issues can be overcome by creating a proper infrastructure. If you don’t
have the expertise or resources to achieve this, an alternative route is to
implement RFID tagging system throughout your warehouse. With minimal
training, your warehouse can be up and running far more efficiently than ever
before.
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Question 15

Are you using mobile
computers or barcode
scanners?
Most organizations that maintain dedicated warehouse or storage space usually
use barcode scanners and/or mobile computers to record and update their
inventory. If you are using a similar system, you must’ve realized that it requires
high maintenance; from receiving new inventory to dispatching them, and from
simply storing them to keeping them organized; as everything must be taken into
account and recorded. !
If you believe the inventory system you have incorporated is performing smoothly
and effectively; it’s all well and good. However, if your warehouse is performing in
a disorganized fashion, implementing RFID tagging system will automate most of
the tracking for your ease; allowing staff with minimal training in inventory
management to perform day-to-day tasks in a better manner.
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Question 16

Can you describe your
workflow and how
technology fits into
that workflow?
Every organization has a unique workflow of its own; a standard operating
procedure that must be followed in order to achieve consistency throughout all the
business processes. Describing your workflow from beginning to the end will
enable professionals to work out the kinks in your system to streamline it and
make it more efficient.!
After knowing the in and outs of the standard operating procedure, an expert can
recommend an inventory management system that will suit you best. It can be a
barcode scanner, OCR reader, mobile computers connected to a centralized
network; or perhaps if you want the best solution available, RFID tagging will be
the best fit.

RFID Case Study
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Question 17

What types of codes
are you trying to read
and at what
distances?
Cataloging of inventory in most cases is done by scanning barcodes printed on
every consignment. Usually this type of code is scanned as the consignment is
being unloaded and sorted for proper storage. Standard scanners have a range
between 4 – 15 inches and some long-range models have the ability to scan as
far away as 45 feet. !
RFID tags, on the other hand, have a reading range between 20-30 feet. The
RFID tags used in warehouse applications are special ultra high frequency (UHF)
tags, built to give off a strong signal despite the obstructive environment of the
warehouse.
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Question 18

Will you need to
manage these
devices?
The answer to this question simply depends on the size of your business. If you
are a sole proprietor with a handful of employees at your disposal, you are likely to
catalog valuable inventory on your own. In this case, you will be managing the
RFID devices on your own.!
However, if you are running a sizable organization and keep tabs on every aspect
of your business process; you then have the option of delegating the supervision
of RFID devices to one of your employees so that they can manage your
inventory.

Did you know?
In 2012 the value of the entire RFID market was $7.67 billion, up
from $6.51 billion in 2011. This includes tags, readers and
software/services for RFID cards, labels, fobs and all other form
factors. This growing industry will no doubt change the way we
interact with the world around us.!

!

Experts believe that RFID will be ubiquitous in 20 years - read
more on the future of RFID.
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Question 19

Will there be handheld
units or will vehicles
need to be outfitted as
well?
Deciding whether to use handheld devices to track your inventory one by one or
using vehicle mounted scanners to scan an entire section of a massive
warehouse at a time; the variable that directly affects this decision is the exact
size of the warehouse. !
If you run a small retail store, a handheld scanner is more than likely to be
enough. However, if your warehouse is the size of a football field with multiple
stories, scanning entire sections with vehicle-mounted scanners is the best
choice; as these scanners are quite powerful and can encompass a range of
about 20-30 feet.
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Question 20

Are you currently
using any data
collection in the
facility?
Most companies set up some sort of data collection system when stocking their
warehouses with new inventory or when dispatching an order to a client. Types of
data collection include; Barcode reading, Optical character recognition (OCR), and
now, RFID tags.!
If you have already implemented one of the above systems, you might want to
assess the efficiency of the system in place. Ask yourself, are the orders or
interdepartmental transfers being delayed? Is your warehouse stock accurately
accounted for? Does your inventory go missing in large amounts?!
Once you have assessed the advantages and disadvantages of your current
system, you can then decide the feasibility of implementing another system that
may be more suited to your organization.
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Implementing new technology in your
business is always an exciting but
sometimes overwhelming process. We
hope that this ebook was able to
answer some of your questions about
RFID.!

!
As you choose to move forward with
your RFID project please feel free to
contact us with any unanswered
questions.

Advanced Mobile Group!
301 South Main Street, Unit N1!
Doylestown, PA 18901!

!
Phone: 215.489.2538!
Fax: 215.933.6838!
Sources: !

!
!

info@advancedmobilegroup.com

Omini-ID - Best Practices Guide!
Motorola Solutions - Shrinking the Supply Chain Expands the Return: The ROI of RFID in the Supply Chain!
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